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Choose Your Currency in
PokerTracker 4
PokerTracker 4 is shaping up to be one
of the hottest selling pieces of software
of all-time. Included in it is the ability to
break down stats using 29 different
currencies. After all, you shouldn’t have
to worry about currency conversion rates
when choosing which table to play at or
while tracking your win rate. This is why
PokerTracker 4 has introduced the
concepts of Game Currency and My
Currency to simplify the process. Read
more.
Holdem Manager 2 Adds Tilt Breaker
The developers behind Holdem Manager
2 recently released a key update to
improve the marquee poker software
even more. Effective immediately,
Holdem Manager 2 customers will be
able to utilize HM2 in five languages:
German, Russian, Spanish, French, and
English. Portuguese and Italian will soon
be included too. There is also a Tilt
Breaker widget included in the new
update.

SOFTWARE SPOTLIGHT
This month, we'll focus on
HH Dealer, a popular data
mining site. HH Dealer now
has coverage of nearly
double the number of hands
per day on PokerStars, the
world's largest online poker
site.
In addition, data mining for
the Entraction Network,
which encompasses sites
like 24hPoker and NoiQ
Poker, is now available.
PokerScout ranks the
Entraction Network as one of
the top 10 largest in the world
and the ability to receive
hand histories from it will
provide a huge advantage.
Learn more about HH Dealer.

Let's Get Ready for Free Software
If you Like PokerSoftware on Facebook, you'll be the first to know about
our monthly question for nearly $200 in free software courtesy of Ace
Poker Solutions. Get licenses to Leak Buster, Ace Poker Drills, and Poker
Zion... comped.
Like us today!

PokerTableStats Interview with PokerSoftware

By David Huber
PokerSoftware is constantly on the lookout for new programs that
will help online poker players improve their bottom lines. One of
those programs is PokerTableStats, which provides a real-time HUD
and stores user information in a cloud. We recently caught up with
PokerTableStats Chief Developer Artur Pietrzyk, who broke down
how the program was developed and what its future holds.
To read the interview, visit PokerSoftware.
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